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“Keys” to Platform Modernization and Profitable 

Growth

Explore an overview of the 3DEXPERIENCE platform and its role in profitable growth through improved 

operating margins.  Discover the common services that the platform provides and the features that unlock 

Dassault Systemes applications.

Operational and Development Executives

IT Executives

A “Key” to User Experience:  ENOVIA What’s 

New!  3D3D3D3DEXPERIENCE Roles, Dashboards, User 

Interface

Learn about new applications as well as key enhancements to established ENOVIA applications designed to 

further deliver on our brand promise.  Explore user interface improvements, additional features and 

capabilities, and how these features can enhance your user acceptance and business objectives. 

Functional Executives and Professionals

Information Technology Executives and Professionals

A “Key” to Disruptive Engineering: Leveraging ZERO 

Files for Design in Configured Context (with customer 

testimony)

Capitalizing on multiple market opportunities quickly is the key to capaturing market share and preserving 

pricing power.  Files create drag and limit the capacity of the design factory to address available markets when 

they become visible.  Discover how eliminating files and embracing a Design in Configured Context approach 

can enable your company to capitalize on more opportunities simultaneously.

Design Engineering and Development Executives and 

Professionals

Information Technology Professionals serving design 

communities

A “Key” to Invisible Governance: Program, Project and 

Contracts Management for ZERO Delays  (featuring a 

customer case)

All stakeholders involved in development activities expend a significant amount of effort that is "non-value 

added," or doesn't directly contribute to the objectives of the project or program.  Discover how moving 

towards an "invisible governance" environment allows your firm to assess maturity, identify risks, and assure 

successful launch without the addition of thick governance processes that further add to non-value added 

activies and resources.  Eliminate costly delays and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of both the your 

developers and program/project managers.

Functional (Engineering and Program Management) Executives 

and Professionals

Information Technology Executives and Professionals (serving 

engineering and program management domains)

A “Key” to Enterprise Efficiency : IP Classification and 

Security with ZERO Exceptions (featuring a customer 

case)

A company's intellectual property not only provides the firm with brand value in the near term, but ensures 

that brand value is preserved in the future.  Companies must focus not only on building IP, but also protecting 

and more effectively leveraging their IP on subsequent projects and development.  Experience how the IP that 

defines your product and service experiences can be captured, classified, and proliferated in a secure manner.

Security and Compliance Executives and Professionals

Information Technology Professionals interested in IP 

management and security

"Keys" to Embedded Supplier Engagement:  Building 

Strategic Supplier Relationships with ZERO Latency

Supply chain management is shifting from simply a necessary activity to one of strategic advantage.  

Transforming your supply chain from being a risk into delivering an advantage relies on being able to 

effectively select suppliers that best contribute to your development initatives and strategies, accurately 

assess existing supplier capability and performance, and effectively and efficiently exchange information in a 

way that maximizes collaboration.  Discover how ENOVIA and the 3DEXPERIENCE platform can position your 

firm to reduce latency as you select and collaborate with your valuable development and delivery partners.

Design Engineering and Development Executives and 

Professionals

Procurement Executives and Professionals

Information Technology Professionals serving design and 

sourcing activities

A “Key” to Global Product Development: Configuration 

Management with ZERO BOM Errors

A firm's portfolio of products and services is a valuable asset, but can become a complex set of data to manage 

and leverage.  Utilizing standard product structures that support variant definition and configured BOM 

management provides an effective and efficient way to drive platform strategies that maximize reuse and 

product performance, while optimizing material and development costs.  Explore how you can maximize reuse 

and streamline designs without the risk of proliferating BOM errors that occur due to translations and 

transitions between functions and disciplines during the development process.

Engineering and Product Management Executives and 

Professionals

Information Technology Professionals serving product 

management communities
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